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Retrieval Practice Produces More
Learning than Elaborative Studying
with Concept Mapping
Jeffrey D. Karpicke* and Janell R. Blunt

Educators rely heavily on learning activities that encourage elaborative studying, whereas
activities that require students to practice retrieving and reconstructing knowledge are used less
frequently. Here, we show that practicing retrieval produces greater gains in meaningful learning
than elaborative studying with concept mapping. The advantage of retrieval practice generalized
across texts identical to those commonly found in science education. The advantage of retrieval
practice was observed with test questions that assessed comprehension and required students to
make inferences. The advantage of retrieval practice occurred even when the criterial test involved
creating concept maps. Our findings support the theory that retrieval practice enhances learning by
retrieval-specific mechanisms rather than by elaborative study processes. Retrieval practice is an
effective tool to promote conceptual learning about science.

Most thought on human learning is guided
by a few tacit assumptions. One assump-
tion is that learning happens primarily

when people encode knowledge and experiences.
A related assumption is that retrieval—the active,
cue-driven process of reconstructing knowledge—
only measures the products of a previous learning
experience but does not itself produce learning.
Just as we assume that the act of measuring a
physical object would not change the size, shape,
or weight of the object, so too people often assume
that the act of measuring memory does not change
memory (1, 2). Thus, most educational research
and practice has focused on enhancing the process-
ing that occurs when students encode knowledge—
that is, getting knowledge “in memory.” Far less
attention has been paid to the potential impor-
tance of retrieval to the process of learning. In-
deed, recent National Research Council books

about how students learn in educational settings
(3–5) contain no mention of retrieval processes.

It is beyond question that activities that pro-
mote effective encoding, known as elaborative
study tasks, are important for learning (6). How-
ever, research in cognitive science has chal-
lenged the assumption that retrieval is neutral
and uninfluential in the learning process (7–11).
Not only does retrieval produce learning, but a
retrieval event may actually represent a more
powerful learning activity than an encoding event.
This research suggests a conceptualization of
mind and learning that is different from one in
which encoding places knowledge in memory
and retrieval simply accesses that stored knowl-
edge. Because each act of retrieval changes mem-
ory, the act of reconstructing knowledge must be
considered essential to the process of learning.

Most previous research on retrieval practice
has been conducted in the verbal learning tra-
dition of memory research (12). The materials
used have often not reflected the complex in-
formation students learn in actual educational
settings (13). Most previous research has not

used assessments thought to measure meaning-
ful learning, which refers to students’ abilities to
make inferences and exhibit deep understanding
of concepts (14, 15). Perhaps the greatest impedi-
ment to broad application of retrieval practice,
though, is that we do not know whether retrieval
activities are more effective than other active, elab-
orative learning activities. Retrieval practice might
produce levels of learning that are essentially the
same as those produced by elaborative studying.
Alternatively, if there are retrieval-specific mech-
anisms that promote learning, then retrieval
practice may represent a way to promote student
learning that goes beyond elaborative study ac-
tivities used in science education.

The present experiments put retrieval prac-
tice to a test. Elaborative learning activities hold
a central place in contemporary education. We
examined the effectiveness of retrieval practice
relative to elaborative studying with concept map-
ping (16–18). In concept mapping, students con-
struct a diagram in which nodes are used to
represent concepts, and links connecting the nodes
represent relations among the concepts. Concept
mapping is considered an active learning task, and
it serves as an elaborative study activity when
students construct concept maps in the presence of
the materials they are learning. Under these con-
ditions, concept mapping bears the defining char-
acteristics of an elaborative study method: It requires
students to enrich the material they are studying and
encode meaningful relationships among concepts
within an organized knowledge structure.

In two experiments, we compared the effec-
tiveness of retrieval practice and elaborative study-
ing with concept mapping for producing meaningful
learning of science materials. Eighty undergraduate
students participated in Experiment 1. The students
first studied a science text under one of four con-
ditions within a single initial learning session. In
the study-once condition, students studied the text
in a single study period. In the repeated study
condition, students studied the text in four con-
secutive study periods (8). In the elaborative
concept mapping condition, students studied the
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text in an initial study period and then created a
concept map of the concepts in the text. The stu-
dents were instructed about the nature of concept
mapping, viewed an example of a concept map,
and created their concept maps on paper while
viewing the text. This is a typical way that con-
cept mapping is used as an elaborative study ac-
tivity (16–18). Finally, in the retrieval practice
condition, students studied the text in an initial study
period and then practiced retrieval by recalling as
much of the information as they could on a free
recall test. After recalling once, the students re-
studied the text and recalled again. The total
amount of learning time was exactly matched in
the concept mapping and retrieval practice con-
ditions (19).

At the end of the learning phase, we assessed
students’ metacognitive knowledge of the effec-
tiveness of these learning activities by having
students make judgments of learning. After com-
pleting the learning phase, students predicted the

percentage of information from the text they would
remember in 1 week (20).

The students then returned to the laboratory
1 week later for a final short-answer test. To
assess meaningful learning, the test included both
verbatim questions, which assessed conceptual
knowledge stated directly in the text, and in-
ference questions, which required students to
connect multiple concepts from the text. Both
question types are conceptual, but verbatim and
inference questions are thought to assess differ-
ent depths of conceptual knowledge (14, 15).

The proportion of ideas produced on the
initial concept maps and recalled in the retrieval
practice condition was nearly identical [0.78 and
0.81, respectively; F1,38 = 0.46, not significant].
Therefore, the interpretation of any differences on
the final test is not clouded by differences in initial
learning time or differences in the initial proportion
of ideas correctly produced in the concept mapping
and retrieval practice conditions.

On the final test 1 week later, the repeated
study, elaborative concept mapping, and retrieval
practice conditions all outperformed the study-
once condition on both verbatim and inference
questions (Fig. 1, A and B). Retrieval practice
produced the best learning, better than elaborative
studying with concept mapping, which itself was
not significantly better than spending additional
time reading. Collapsed across question type (ver-
batim and inference), the advantage of retrieval
practice (M = 0.67) over elaborative studying with
concept mapping (M = 0.45) represented about a
50% improvement in long-term retention scores
[d = 1.50, F1,38 = 21.63, hp

2 = 0.36].
Students’ judgments of learning, solicited in

the initial learning session, reflected little meta-
cognitive knowledge of the benefits of retrieval
practice (Fig. 1C). Students predicted that re-
peated studying would produce the best long-
term retention and that practicing retrieval would
produce the worst retention, even though the
opposite was true (7, 8).

We carried out a second experiment to replicate
the results of our first experiment and extend them
in three ways. First, we sought to generalize our
results to texts that represent different knowledge
structures commonly found in science education,
because under some circumstances the effective-
ness of different learning activities can depend on
the structure of the materials that students are
learning (21). We used texts with enumeration
structures, which describe a list of concepts (e.g., a
text describing properties of different muscle
tissues), and texts with sequence structures, which
describe a continuous and ordered series of events
(e.g., a text describing the sequence of events
involved in the process of digestion) (22).

Second, to determine the robustness of our
retrieval practice effects, we examined the relative

Fig. 1. Results of Experiment 1. (A and B) show the proportions correct on verbatim and inference short-
answer questions, respectively. (C) shows the proportion of information subjects predicted they would recall on
the final test (their metacognitive judgments of learning). Error bars indicate SEM. On the final short-answer
test, retrieval practice enhanced long-term learning above and beyond elaborative study with conceptmapping
by one and a half standard deviations (d = 1.50), yet students were largely unable to predict this benefit.

Fig. 2. Results of Ex-
periment 2. (A and B)
show the proportions
correct on the final
short-answer tests for
enumeration and se-
quence texts, respec-
tively. (C and D) show
the proportions correct
on the final concept
mapping tests for enu-
meration and sequence
texts, respectively. Er-
ror bars indicate SEM.
Retrieval practice en-
hanced long-term learn-
ing above and beyond
elaborative concept map-
ping by more than one
standard deviation on
both types of final test
(d = 1.07 and 1.01,
respectively). (E to H)
show the proportion of
information subjects predicted they would recall on the final test in each initial learning condition. Students tended to believe that elaborative concept
mapping would produce the same or even greater learning than retrieval practice, even though the opposite was true, as shown in (A) to (D).
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effectiveness of retrieval practice and elaborative
concept mapping for each individual learner. We
tested a total of 120 students and used a within-
subject design. Each student created a concept map
of one science text and practiced retrieval of a
second text. This experimental design allowed us to
determine how many students showed an advan-
tage of retrieval practice over conceptmapping, how
many showed the opposite result, and how many
showed no difference between learning activities.

Third, we assessed long-term learning with
two different final test formats. In Experiment 1,
retrieval practice produced better performance
than elaborative studying with concept mapping
on a final short-answer test. It may be that the
similarity of initial learning and final testing sce-
narios was important and that the final short-
answer test was more similar to the initial retrieval
practice task than to the initial concept mapping
task. Therefore, in Experiment 2, half of the stu-
dents took a final short-answer test, like the one
used in Experiment 1, and half took a final test
in which they created concept maps of the two
texts, without viewing the texts on the final test.
If retrieval practice helps students build the con-
ceptual knowledge structures they need to retain
knowledge over the long term, then it should
produce better performance than elaborative study-
ing with concept mapping, even when the final
test involves creating a concept map.

Initial learning time was again exactly matched
in the elaborative concept mapping and retrieval
practice conditions. However, in Experiment 2,
students produced a greater proportion of ideas
on the initial concept maps than they did on the
initial tests in the retrieval practice condition [0.74
versus 0.65, respectively; F1,117 = 23.13, hp

2 =
0.17]. Therefore, the initial level of performance
favored the concept mapping condition.

The results on the final short-answer test were
similar for verbatim and inference questions (Fig.
2), as was the case in Experiment 1. Therefore, the
results were collapsed across question type. Re-
trieval practice produced better performance than
elaborative concept mapping for both types of
science text (Fig. 2, A and B). Collapsed across

the two text formats, the advantage of retrieval
practice was again large [d = 1.07, F1,59 =
68.54, hp

2 = 0.54].
Figure 2, C and D, shows performance on the

final concept mapping test. If the nominal
similarity of initial learning and final test con-
ditions were important, one might expect initial
elaborative study with concept mapping to pro-
duce the best performance when the final test
also involved creating concept maps. That was
not the case. Even when the final test involved
using memory to construct a concept map, prac-
ticing retrieval during original learning produced
better performance than engaging in elaborative
study by creating concept maps during original
learning [d = 1.01, F1,59 = 58.42, hp

2 = 0.50].
We again examined whether students ex-

hibited metacognitive knowledge of the benefits
of retrieval practice. Students’ judgments of learn-
ing were solicited after students had experienced
each text in the initial learning phase. In general,
students erroneously predicted that elaborative
concept mapping would produce better long-term
learning than retrieval practice (Fig. 2, E to H).

Finally, we examined the relative effectiveness
of retrieval practice and elaborative study with
concept mapping for every individual learner in
the experiment. Table 1 shows the number of sub-
jects who performed better after retrieval practice
than concept mapping, the number who showed
the opposite result, and the number who performed
equivalently in both conditions. Overall, 101 out of
120 students (84%) performed better on the final
test after practicing retrieval than after elaborative
studying with concept mapping. Table 1 also
shows students’ judgments of learning. Ninety out
of 120 students (75%) believed that elaborative
conceptmappingwould be just as effective or even
more effective than practicing retrieval. Most stu-
dents did not expect that retrieval practice would
be more effective than elaborative concept map-
ping, but in fact it was.

Retrieval practice is a powerful way to pro-
mote meaningful learning of complex concepts
commonly found in science education. Here, we
have shown that retrieval practice produces more

learning than elaborative studying, and we used
concept mapping as a means of inducing elab-
oration while students studied. We hasten to add
that concept mapping itself is not inherently just
an elaborative study task. When students create
concept maps in the presence of materials they
are learning, the activity involves elaborative study-
ing. Students could also create concept maps in
the absence of materials they are learning, and
then the activity would involve practicing retriev-
al of knowledge. Nevertheless, both elaborative
concept mapping and retrieval practice are active
learning tasks, and our results make it clear that
whether a task is considered “active” is not diag-
nostic of how much learning the task will pro-
duce. The specific nature of the activity determines
the degree and quality of learning, so understand-
ing the nature of encoding and retrieval processes
is crucial for designing educational activities.

There are several theoretical reasons to ex-
pect that the processes involved in retrieving
knowledge differ fundamentally from the pro-
cesses involved in elaborative studying. During
elaboration, subjects attain detailed representa-
tions of encoded knowledge by enriching or
increasing the number of encoded features, but
during retrieval, subjects use retrieval cues to
reconstruct what happened in a particular place
at a particular time. In free recall, subjects must
establish an organizational retrieval structure
(23) and then discriminate and recover individ-
ual concepts within that structure (24). Retrieval
practice likely enhances the diagnostic value of
retrieval cues, which refers to how well a cue spec-
ifies a particular piece of knowledge to the exclu-
sion of other potential candidates (25–27). Rather
thanmultiplyingor increasing thenumber of encoded
features, which occurs during elaboration, retrieval
practice may improve cue diagnosticity by restricting
the set of candidates specified by a cue to be included
in the search set (23, 25–27). Thus, mechanisms
involved in retrieving knowledge play a role in
producing learning.

Research on retrieval practice suggests a view
of how the human mind works that differs from
everyday intuition. Retrieval is not merely a read-
out of the knowledge stored in one’s mind; the
act of reconstructing knowledge itself enhances
learning. This dynamic perspective on the human
mind can pave the way for the design of new
educational activities based on consideration of
retrieval processes.
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Leishmania RNA Virus Controls the
Severity ofMucocutaneous Leishmaniasis
Annette Ives,1 Catherine Ronet,1 Florence Prevel,1 Giulia Ruzzante,1 Silvia Fuertes-Marraco,1
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Mucocutaneous leishmaniasis is caused by infections with intracellular parasites of the Leishmania
Viannia subgenus, including Leishmania guyanensis. The pathology develops after parasite dissemination
to nasopharyngeal tissues, where destructive metastatic lesions form with chronic inflammation.
Currently, the mechanisms involved in lesion development are poorly understood. Here we show that
metastasizing parasites have a high Leishmania RNA virus–1 (LRV1) burden that is recognized by the
host Toll-like receptor 3 (TLR3) to induce proinflammatory cytokines and chemokines. Paradoxically,
these TLR3-mediated immune responses rendered mice more susceptible to infection, and the
animals developed an increased footpad swelling and parasitemia. Thus, LRV1 in the metastasizing
parasites subverted the host immune response to Leishmania and promoted parasite persistence.

Leishmania parasites are obligate intracel-
lular protozoan parasites transmitted to the
mammalian host by the bite of an infected

sand fly, where they predominantly infect macro-
phages. In Latin America, leishmaniasis caused
by the Leishmania Viannia (L.Viannia) subgenus
is endemic, causing cutaneous (CL) and muco-
cutaneous (MCL) leishmaniasis (1). ClinicalMCL
involves parasitic dissemination to the nasopha-
ryngeal areas of the face, leading to destructive
metastatic secondary lesions and hyperinflamma-
tory immune responses (2–4). About 5 to 10%
of individuals asymptomatic or with resolved CL
lesions may develop MCL (1, 5, 6).

MCL development is associated with persist-
ent immune responses showing proinflammatory
mediator expression with high tumor necrosis
factor a (TNF-a), CXCL10, and CCL4; a mixed
intralesional T helper 1 (TH1)/TH2 phenotype;

and elevated cytotoxic T cell activity (7–10). In
addition to parasite-derived virulence factors, host
genetics [such as polymorphisms for TNF-a and
interleukin-6 (IL-6)] and immune status appear
to influence MCL development (11, 12).

Hamsters infected with L.Viannia parasites
isolated from human MCL lesions reproduce the
metastatic phenotype with primary and second-
ary lesion development (13). Using this model,
we characterized clones derived from the me-
tastasizing L.guyanensis WHI/BR/78/M5313-
L.g.M5313(M+) strain as metastatic (L.g.M+) or
nonmetastatic (L.g.M!) after infection, depend-
ing on their ability to reproducibly develop second-
ary metastatic lesions (14). Previously, we showed
that L.g.M+ clones derived from L.g.M5313 were
more resistant to oxidative stress thanL.g.M! clones
and persisted in activated murine bone-marrow–
derived macrophages despite their elevated nitric
oxide levels (15).

On the basis of these observations, we hypothe-
sized that Lg.M+ and L.g.M! parasites differen-
tially modulate the host macrophage responses.
Using DNA microarrays, we identified differential
gene expression between uninfected macrophages
andL.g.M+(1672)orL.g.M! (1513) infectedmacro-
phages, and L.g.M! directly compared to L.g.M+
(294) infected macrophages. Statistical signifi-
cance was determined at "1.5-fold, P # 0.05. We

focused on genes involved in the immune response
because of their relevance in MCL pathology.

In vitro, infected macrophages expressed signif-
icantly greater amounts of chemokines and cyto-
kines CCL5, CXCL10, TNF-a, and IL-6 after
infection with L.g.M+ parasites compared with
L.g.M! parasites or L. majorLV39 (Fig. 1, A and
B) (16). We observed similar increased cytokine
and chemokine expression after infection with
L.g. from humanMCL lesions (h-MCL-Lg1398)
as compared to cytokine and chemokine expres-
sion during L.g. infection from humanCL lesions
(h-CL-Lg1881) (Fig. 1C). Thus, the elevated cyto-
kine and chemokine levels after macrophage in-
fection are associated with metastasizing parasites.

Leishmania parasites enter the macrophage
endosomal compartment and form a phagolyso-
some (17). Pretreatment of macrophages with
chloroquine, which induces vacuolar alkanization
and impairs recognition of pathogen-derived
motifs by cells (18), or cytochalasin D, which in-
hibits parasite phagocytosis by inhibiting actin
polymerization (19), showed that L.g.M+ parasite-
dependent induction of proinflammatory mediator
required parasite entry into the cell and sequestra-
tion into a mature phagolysosome (fig. S1A).
Therefore, we investigated the role of the macro-
phage endosomal Toll-like receptors (TLRs) of the
myeloid differentiation factor 88 (MyD88) (TLR7
and TLR9) and/or of the TIR domain–containing
adapter-inducing interferon-b (TRIF)-dependent
pathways (TLR3). Using macrophage functionally
deficient for TLR3, 7, or 9, or for the adaptors
MyD88 andTRIF, we found that the TLR3-TRIF–
dependent pathway was essential for increased
proinflammatory mediator expression after macro-
phage infection with L.g.M+ (Fig. 2 and fig. S1B).
In addition, MyD88-dependent TLR7 activation
within the macrophage was required for maxi-
mal secretion of the proinflammatory mediators
after infection with M+ parasites (Fig. 2 and fig.
S1B). In our system, TLR9 was not involved in
L.g.M+-dependent macrophage responses, sug-
gesting that recognition of Leishmania-derived
DNA motifs by the host’s TLR9 does not differ
between the Leishmania strains (Fig. 2A).

In other murine models of infection, TLR3
ligation up-regulates proinflammatory mediators
(TNF-a, IL-6, andchemokines) and type I interferons,
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